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On March 20th. a Solar Eclipse will take place, where the 
Moon blocks the Sun and it will be dark. The next Solar 
Eclipse will occur in 2026 and this is the darkest Eclipse 
in Iceland since 1954.

Being in the right place at the right time is everything 
when viewing a Solar Eclipse. We estimate the Eclipse 
will be around 98% in Skjálfandi Bay.

North Sailing invites you to take part in a very special 
tour out to Skjálfandi Bay where we will hopefully 
witness this rare event!

Departure is from Húsavík harbour at 8:30 am, the Solar 
Eclipse will start around 8:41 and reach it´s peak about 
an hour later, or at 9:41. By then we will be in the whale 
watching area in Skjálfandi Bay. The Eclipse will end in 
10:41.The tour will take around 2,5 hours.

Included are Solar Eclipse glasses. On board we´ll 
provide you with extra clothes, hats and mittens to keep 
you warm.

During the tour we´ll offer our widely appreciated 
Icelandic cinnamon buns, a family recipe baked locally, 
and hot chocolate.

ExpErIENcE a Solar EclipSE ON BOarD a TraDITIONal 
SaIlINg SHIp IN MagNIfIcENT Skjálfandi Bay.

north sailing

solar eclipse special
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enjoy your sailing:
Traditional oak 
boat/sailing ship

professional guide Warm clothes Hot chocolate & 
cinnamon bun

Solar Eclipse 
glasses included

liability: North Sailing reserve the right to change or cancel tours or timetables without prior notice, should the necessity arise.
No liability is accepted for losses or expenses due to causes outside the control of North Sailing.

Depending on availability.


